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Success Criteria

• I can plan and perform sequences with a partner that include a change of level and shape.

• I can safely perform balances individually and include apparatus.

• I can watch, describe and suggest possible improvements to others’ performances and my own.

YEAR 4

Gymnastics
Lesson 7

Learning Objective
To be able to create a sequence to include apparatus and inverted movements.

https://www.getset4pe.co.uk/
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Handy Hints
Use travelling movements to make your sequence interesting.

Change level, speed and direction in your sequence.

Link actions that flow smoothly from one to another.

Equipment
Agility table x 4

Benches x 4

Mats x 6

Stretches for Gymnastics Document
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Warm Up and Introduction
10 Mins

Set up the apparatus:
Sit the pupils at the outside of the hall and select pupils to help set up the stations as shown below. Have two sets of the same apparatus set up.  Pupils will use three stations each in

total during the lesson.

Teacher note: Please see guidelines in resource bank on safely moving apparatus.

Remote control:
Pupils stand in their own safe space in the hall not touching any apparatus. They complete the following teacher instructions:

Play: Jog around the area avoidng the apparatus.
Run on toes and move into spaces away from others.

Rewind: Jump backwards landing in a squat position.
Look over shoulder.

Fast forward: Two footed broad jumps.
Land on toes then heels.

Pause: Hold a front support.
Squeeze your stomach muscles and hold a straight position with your shoulders above your hands.
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Stretches:
Lead pupils through some gymnastic stretches. 

Work within your limits, to a point where you feel comfotable and maintain the quality of the stretch.
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Skill Development
30 Mins

Travelling movements on apparatus:
Split the class into six groups and sit each group at a station. Discuss the different ways pupils could travel using their apparatus:

Over, along and around the apparatus.
Slide, spin, leap, hop.

Different body parts they could travel on.
Back, stomach, feet and hands.

Different directions they could travel in.
Forwards, backwards, sideways.

Different levels.
High, medium and low.

Talk to the pupils about how to keep themselves and others safe when using apparatus such as waiting until the area is clear before beginning, only jumping
from a height that is safe and onto mats etc.

Pupils take turns experimenting with different ways of travelling across their station. Stop the pupils and show good examples.

Rotate the pupils around the three stations.

Make this harder by adding additional mats to enable pupils to include more challenging skills. Specify that pupils must perform five different actions on their station.

 

Building sequences:
Start pupils at their first station. They must create a sequence that includes:

One roll
One balance
One jump
One inverted movement (shoulder stand, bridge)

Pupils must have a clear starting and finishing position.

Encourage the pupils to consider where a good safe place would be to include their inverted movement.
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Plenary

Consider including different ways and body parts to travel on.

Include a change of direction.

Make the sequence flow by linking actions that easily transition from one to the other.

Rotate the pupils around all three stations.

Make this harder by varying the apparatus used at each station.

 

Performing at the last station:
Ask the pupils to practise and refine their sequence and then show to the rest of their group. Ask the pupils to comment on the performances shown. What did they like about it? Did they

see changes in level and direction? How did that impact on the performance?

5 Mins

Ask the pupils what safety considerations they need to be aware of when working with apparatus.

Ask the pupils how they decided what order to put each of their actions in?

How did they make their performance interesting? Can they share examples of other children in their group who showed good practise.


